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Two Trains Running Cast 

     Al Garrison (West)  a Buffalo native and Army Veteran  who returned 

home in 2010 after living in Atlanta Georgia, appeared on CBS-Sunday night movie “Mayflower 

Madam”, starring Candice Bergen. He played the character Raul, the building custodian where the 

story took place. Al attended East and Bennett High Schools. He obtained his diploma while serving 

in the Army in Vietnam. He appeared in 2 episodes of “Miami Vice” and on the Atlanta stage. Burt 

Reynolds gave him his first movie break in “Sharkie’s Machine”. He has had parts in “Slugger’s 

Wife” (on HBO) and “Boy King (about Martin Luther King Jr.). He also appeared in commercials 

for Coca Cola, Sports Illustrated and Crystal (Fast Foods). Some may remember him from the Imani 

Singing Group during the 70’s. He appeared in the movie’s Marshall, Thy Will Be Done and The 

Romans (He played a Pastor in the last two movies). 

 

  Debbi Davis (Risa) My theatrical journey began at the Paul 

Robeson Theatre 17 years ago and continues. I am excited to be cast in an August Wilson 

play, directed by the renowned Ed Smith. I am also excited to share the stage with an 

awesome group of talented men, a few I’ve known for  decades, and we finally get to “rock 

it” together. I’d like to dedicate this performance to a man who has been a friend, and 

mentor, Willie Judson. We know you’re watching Willie! Performances include Native Son, 

Purlie, The Old Settler, Two Weeks Until the Rest of My Life (which was well received in 

Buffalo, and the cast travelled to Washington, DC for three performances), Branches From 

the Same Tree, The Mighty Gent, Amen Sister, Jar the Floor, Crumbs From the Table of 

Joy, The Bluest Eyes. I wrote and performed a one-woman piece about Josephine Baker. I 

have also performed at other venues doing readings and vignettes. To date, film credits 

include: Thurgood Marshall (Reginald Hudlin), The Purge (Gerard McMurray), Daddy’s 

Girl Club (Phil Davis), and a 43 North short film project. Behind the scenes, I am currently 
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the Properties Mistress at PRT. As always, I would like to thank my family and friends for 

their unconditional love, prayers, encouragement and support! I would also like to thank 

all of the PRT supporters, you are all appreciated! Above all else, I am thankful for my 

heavenly Father’s love, blessings, guidance, and everything to do with Debbi…”Never 

Would Have Made It”. 

 

    Fisher (Memphis)   returns to the PRT stage after garnishing a part 

in the independent film “Fast Car”, locally he has performed singing jazz or gracing  stages 

such as “Much ado” in Buffalo’s Delaware Park, the “Three Musketeers” at Shea’s , 

commercials and film. This is “Fisher’s” first venue working with the indomitable Ed Smith 

and his second performance within the Paul Robeson Theatre’s  August Willson “decem 

opera”.  He is truly honored to work with such an august group and looks forward to the 

bright future of the African American Cultural Center and the PRT stage! 

 

 

    Hugh Davis (Holloway) has been a practicing residential 

artist since his return from active duty with the United States Marine Corps in 1987. During 

the fall of 1989 he registered with the Paul Robeson theatre workshop and was asked to 

participate in his 1st production here... A star ain't nothing but a hole in heaven. After years 

of personal study with mentor, friend, and brother of spirit, Mr. Willie Judson Jr., he moved 

forward in dramatic performance leading him toward work with another great mentor in our 

community Ms. Lorna C Hill. Hugh's work has gained him Artie award recognition as... 

Outstanding actor in a play for his work in... Jesus hopped the A-train, [ New Phoenix 
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theatre] and nominations for his work in... Stick Fly [Paul Robeson], and Ruined, [Ujima 

Theatre Co.] “I’m very excited to work with my mentors, mentor who would be happy to see 

the train is still on the tracks navigating through the highways of life”! 

 


